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where the old is standing next to the new 

where the organic is intertwining with the polygonal 

where the city is breaking through nature 

and nature is growing through the city 

 

 

a connection 

between the urban and the natural 

between people and water 

and between what has been and what will be 



location of the design 

Folimanka is a park located in Prague 2, Nusle, not far from the historic city 

centre of Prague. Some of the important parks in its vicinity are Havlíčkovy 

sady and Vyšehrad, the latter can be seen from the Folimanka park itself. 

The south border of the park is defined by the Botič stream, which is 

currently regulated. The stream is known to gain in volume easily during 

heavier rain. On the north there are the old gothic city walls. About forty 

meters above the park is the Nusel bridge. 

 

topography 

The space is about 8,5 ha big. The north part right under the city walls is a 

steep overgrown slope. The south part by the Botič stream is a plain that is 

also in the flood zone. 
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history of the space 

Due to the south oriented slopes the space of the Folimanka park has been used as a vineyard in the past, later also as an apricot aorchard. The name 

Folimanka comes from the  homestead Folimanka named after one of the early owners of the orchard. The Botič stream used to be called the Wine stream. 

At this time, it still had its organic form. 

With the beginning of the 20th century, the vineyard ceased to exist and the Botič stream became regulated.  

The current face of the park has its origin in the 70s when the Nusel bridge is being built. During this occasion, the old homestead is demolished and some 

landscaping is made. The last revitalisation was in the year 2007. 
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current situation 

 

slope with trees 

old city walls area 

with viewpoints 

dog meadow 
playground and 

sports facilities 

empty plain  



   zones of use 

   problems 

For now, the Folimanka park is used mainly for sports (such as 

running, exercising in outdoor gyms, playing basketball, cycling), by 

parents with children (playground) and by pensioners and people 

walking dogs. Most of these activities také place in the central area 

while the rest of the park is not used as much. 

The main problem of the space is lack of connections – paths as well 

as visual connection. Two most attractive elements of the park, the 

old city walls and the Botič stream are not only almost not connected 

visually due to the overgrown trees, but there is also not many ways 

to get from one to the other.  

Another problem is the sports and playgrounds area. It creates a 

visual barrier in the space by the Botič stream – due to this, the whole 

space can seem confusing and unreadable. 

Aside from that, the park also has many different unorganized 

surfaces. Overall, it seems as if it was not designed as one space, but 

more like multiple different places randomly put together. 



design 

 

goals of the design: 

• creating a connection between the Botič area and the  old city walls area (paths as well as  visual) 

• designing the Botič area as one space 

• giving the Botič stream a more natural shape – creating natural wetlands + flood control 

• creating a space  for stormwater management – artificial wetlands 

inspiration for the design: the old water cascade 

The old concrete water cascade is placed in the slope following after the empty plain in front of the Folimanka 

sports hall. Today, it‘s not working anymore. It‘s damaged and overgrown by bushes, but if we look closely, we can 

see that its polygonal shapes emphasize the shape of the old city walls above the slope. 

The design was inspired by the way the water cascade‘s shape fits in perfectly into the Folimanka park. It was 

inspired by the way the (relatively) new compliments the old, the artificial intertwines with the organic, and the 

city lives next to nature. 



masterplan 
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surfaces 

concrete natural red stone grass 

 

red cobblestone red bricks wetpour surface 
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explanation of the design 

The design was inspired by the polygonal water cascade. Polygonal shapes and concrete were used for the main roads which are supposed to be easy to 

move on as well as the artificial cleaning wetlands that continue the shape of the lowest basin of the water cascade. In the flood zone there is the natural 

Botič wetland with easy access to water. Simple paths are made of natural stones. The sports facilities and playground that were originally in the middle of 

the flood zone are placed around it. The refreshment house is moved slightly up the hill and has a polygonal terrace used as a sitting area. In some places, 

the vegetation is reduced in order to renew the visual connection between the Botič area and the old city walls. Under the Nusel bridge, there are sitting 

stairs. Their lower part expands partly in the direction of the refreshment house and its sitting area. 
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route of the water flowing from the Nusle bridge 
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main vegetation 

the slope: Acer platanoides, Fraxinus excelsior, Robinia pseudoaccaccia (species that are currently here) 

 

 

 

 

the viewpoint terrace under the old city walls: Malus domestica 

 

 

 

 

Botič wetland: Iris kaempferi, Primula florindae, Aster tongolensis, Carex grayi 

 

 

 

 

artificial cleaning wetlands: Phragmites australis, Phalaris arundinacea 



mobiliar 

mobiliar for Prague – simple combination of wood and steel 



model of the space 




